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1 Introduction

This introductory chapter provides the following information about this
document:

. Its scope and purpose

. A summary of its contents

. Reader prerequisites

. An explanation of WARMNGS and NOTES

. Related documentation

. Typographicconventions

1.1 Scope and Purpose of This Guide

Tlne IlTXl32N Installation Guide describes a step-by-step method by which
system administrators can install WW32 from distribution tapes and bring it up
to multi-user mode. When appropriate, references are made !o the UTX/32
Operatiors Guide, which contains more detailed information on day-to-day
operation and maintenance of the system.

Ttns UTX|32 Insallation Guide is specific to Release 2.1 of UTXRZ for ttre

Gould CONCEPT Product Line (CPL) computers.

1.2 Summary of Contents

This guide contains five chapters, four appendixes, a glossary, and a reference
page.

Chapter I Provides a brief introduction.

Chapter 2 Describes the equipment necessary for installation.

Chapter 3 Describes the installation of a UTXRZ system through single-
user mode.

Chapter4 Summarizes the installation of a WW32 system through
multi-user mode.

Appendix A Provides a checklist for system installation through single-user
mode (a summary of chapter 3).

AppendixB 
#J:tï*tr;i:ïtï.ï::ï.'^'*'tionthroughmulti-user

Appendix C Provides the fi.rll text, as it would appear on a terminal, of a

session with the prep program in which a SCSI disk is
form atted, partitioned and initialized.
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Appendix D Provides a table of default line-control characters.

Glossary Provides definitions for important terms in this guide.

References Lists the documents cited in this guide.

1.3 Reader Prerequisites

Readers should be familiar with basic UNIXTM commands and have access to the

documentation for this release. See the UTX|32 Software Release Nores and the

UTX\32 Docwnentation Guide for an overview of the documentation.

1.4 WARNINGS and NOTES

Throughout this guide, special pieces of information highlight or augment
instructions. These are of two kinds:

WARNINGS Emphasize procedures that are essential to proper
installation.

NOTES Call anention to useful information that is not critical to
the system's operation but which might otherwise be

overlooked.

L.5 Related Documents

Most of this document is complete without reference to other manuals. The

chapter "Multi-User Installation", however, refers frequently to the UTX|32
Operations Guide.

1.6 Typographic Conventions

The typographic conventions forthis document are:

Prompts The following prompts arc displayed in this document:

ll Panel mode PromPt'

# Superuserprompt.

$ Boume shell Prompt.

Vo C shell pÍompt.

Various other prompts will appear when you use the prep
pÍogram. They are self-explanatory.

Boldface Command and utility narnes, system-specific words and special

" characters, filenames and pathnames, and reserved words in code

appear in boldface within the text.
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Example:

The nroffcommand is used to format text.

Lineprinter and linePrinter bold
Displays of code and user sessions are printed in lineprinter font.

In displays of interactive user sessions, text typed by the user is

printed in linePrinter bold.

Example:

$ls
fiIel file2 file3

Italics Variable expressions that must be replaced with a value are

printed in italics. Square brackets ([ ]) around an italicized

variable expression sigrufy that specifying the value is optional.

Example:

% cd ldirectoryl

Italics are also used o introduce new teÍns, for titles of
documents or manual pages, and occasionally for emphasis'

Examples:

fu rnount(8) for further infonnation.

The first tape, called the boot tope, cnntarns three boot programs.

Vertical or horizontal ellipses (. . .) indicate that information has

been omitted.

Example:

* ":n fans

t logout

Since each major section of the document begins on a right-hand

(odd-numbered) page, blank left-hand (even-numbered) pages

occasionally precede new sections. You can be assured that such

a page is intended to be blank if the preceding page has a double

page number, such as 4-514-6.

Ellipses

Blank pages

UTX|32 Installation Guide r-31t4



)2 Equipment

Installation of UT)í32ru requires the software distributed on the distribution
tapes and the appropriate hardware. The following sections discuss the hardware

and software components of the system.

2.1 Hardware

UTX/32 runs on Concept Product Line (CPL) machines such as a MICROSeIm
or a PowerNode* (PN) 60xx or 90xx series superminicomputer, configured with
either a single CPU or a CPUIPUru pair. Four megabytes of memory are

required. See the UTXB2 Operations Guide for details on the rcquired hardware

and firmware and the corresponding model numben.

2.2 Software

UTX|3} software is disuibuted on a maximum of seven tapes: four in binary
format and three in source formal The tapes you receive depend on the kind of
license you have and whether you arc eligible to receive encryption modules. All
tapes aÍe 9-track, recorded at 1600 bits per inch.

2.2.1 Binary Distribution

Customers with a binary license receive a distribution consisting of three tapes in
binary format and, if explicitly ordered, a fourth binary tape containing the

encryption modules.

The first tape, called the boot tape, cnntÀtns an initial boot program, tboot, a
memory-disk-based IJif)í.nZ installation kemel, and a dump image of the

WXl32 root file system. The memory-disk-based kernel runs from a virhlal disk

that is based in RAM. In the root file system is an executable kemel called unix

that can be booted as it is and later configured to suit your particular site.

Although source for the utilities and the kemel is not included with a binary

distribution, custom device drivers may be written and used.

The second and third tapes consist of a single dump image containing both the

BSD /usr.PO\ryERNODE files and the System V /usr.PO\trERNODE/5* files.

A fourttr tape contains the encryption modules and can be included only with

systems distributed in the United States.
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2.2.2 Source Distribution

Customers with a source license rcceive the binary tapes described above and

two tapes in source format. Eligible customers will receive a third source tape

containing the encryption modules if encryption is explicitly ordered.

The first and second source tapes consist of a single dump image containing both
the BSD /usT.POWERNODE/src/src source files and the System V
/usr.POWERNODUsrc/5src source files. The image includes source for
commands and libraries. In addition, the BSD portion of the image includes

source for the kemel and device drivers. Sites with a source license may modify
the kemel or utilities. The contents of the source tape may be stored on disk.

The third source tape contains source and binaries for the encryption modules

and can be distributed only in the United States.

2-2
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3 Single-User Installation

This section provides a step-by-step procedure for installing a UTX|32 system
through single-user mode.

WARNING: Read all procedures carefully before beginning. Then do
exactly what the instructions say. If you deviate, the problems caused may
not show up immediately.

For your convenience Appendix A provides a checklist ofthe steps necessary to
install UTX|32 on your system to single-user mode. You may want to make
copies of the checklist and check off each installation step as it is completed.

This chapter contains many examples of screen displays and user entries. The
text frequently refers to a menu or series of questions that will appear on the
terminal while only the final line is displayed in the text. Refer to Appendix C,
"Format, Partition and Initialize-An Example with SCSI Dsks," if you wish to
review a complete sample listing of the displays.

Power On the System

Before beginning the installation procedure, the system must be powered on.
This is done by the local customer engineer.

Update from a Previous Release of UTX/32

If your installation has been using an earlier release of WN32, there will be a
number of files to pÍotect while you update to ttris release. Ttre UTX|32 Sofware
Release Notes (SRN) describes the procedure for protecting these files during the

new installation then refers you to this guide for installation procedures. After
installation, you will return to the §RN for guidance in restoring the protected

files.

Format Disks

All disk packs used for the installation of WW32 must be formaued before use.

Forrrauing a pack initializes sector information, generates a bad block list, and

confirms whether or not the disk is usable.

This and several succeeding sections assume that WN32 is being installed for
the first time on new equipment with uninitialized and unformatted disks.

Clearly, this is not always the case. If you are installing WXf32 on a previously
formatteil disk you may skip this section. Formatting is a time-consuming
process and there is no need to reformat a properly formatted disk that is not

experiencing problems.

3.1

3.2

3.3
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Different types of disks are formatted at different points in the installation
process. The following text will prompt you to format each type at the
appropriate time.

3.3.1 Formatting SCSI Disks Attached to an MFP

Users with SCSI (Small Computèi Sèrial- Interface) disks attached to MFPs
should refer to the prep(8) manual page and the UTX|32 Operations Guide.
Actual formatting takes place later in this installation process and is described in
the section "Format the Boot Disk (SCSI Disks Only)."

3.3.2 Format the Boot Disk (DPII, UDP, or HSDP Disks Only)

For DPII, UDP or HSDP based disks, refer to the level two diagnostic program,
Gould RPU Disc Processor Media Verification Program (RP.MVP), in the RPU
Disc Processor Media Verification (RPMVP.T) Disc Utility Description and
Gould High Speed Disc Processor Media Verification Program @P.MVP) in rhe
High Speed Disc Processor Media Verification (DPMVP.T) Program
Description for more information.

NOTE: UDP and DPII disk packs must be formatted for 16 sectors per
track. For the boot volume, sector 0 must be error free. HSDP disks must
be formatted based on drive model:

Table 3-1
Formaning HSDP Disks

Gould Model # Manuf. Model # Sectors ner Track

8888
88M
8889

cDc9772
Fujitsu Eagle235lA
Fujitsu Eagle 2361A

43 sectors ar1024 bytes per seclor
24 sectors atlO24 bytesperseclor
35 sectors atlO24 bytespersector

3.4 Decide Disk Organization

If you ,r" in5telling WN32 on a previously formatted disk and the existing
partitions are suitable for current needs, you may skip this section.

The prep program contains default values for all of the following settings. If the

default values"are suitable for your needs, they will produce a usable system. In
that case, you need not take the time to make the following calculations.
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Before installing the UTX/32 system, you must decide the size and anangement
of the root, /usT.POWERNODE, and other file systems, as well as a swap
partition. You must then calculate the cylinder offsets for the partitions. Refer to
"Organizing Partitions and File Systems" and "Calculating Cylinder Offsets"
inthe UTX|32 Operations Guide.

When assigning functions to your partitions, consider the following:

. At least three disk partitions are required:

Root partition
Contains the root file system, which includes the kemel and the most
commonly used commands. The root file system is necessary to run a

minimal WXl32 system. The root partition is always the a partition
on the boot volume. It should be at least 20,000 blocks in size.

Swap partition
Must reside on the boot volume with a size of at least 20,000 blocks.
Additional swap partitions may be allocated if there is high swap
activity.

/usT.POWERNODE partition
Contains the /usT.POIVERNODE file system, which includes
commands, libraries, and system object files (/sydobj) other than those
included in the root file system. It is normally linked symbolically to
/usr and must be at least 60,000 blocks in size.

Several areas of the file tree often require significant amounts of disk space.
It may be desirable to put these on their own disk partitions:

/tmp
The /tmp work area is designed to hold temporary files created by
utilities such as the editon and C compilers. In small systems, there
may not be enough partitions to make /tmp a separate file system. In
that case, a directory named /tmp can be included with the root file
system. Due o the extensive use of ltmp, however, it is preferable to
define it as a mountable file system.

Home Drectories
Space is required for users'
aÍeas. This space is
/usT.POWERNODE/mnt.

/usT.POWERNODE/adm
Space is required for accounting and logging files. Depending on the

loggrng maintenance used, these files may grow very large and may
require their own partition.

/usi.POWtrRNODHspool
Depending on spooling requirements, a separate partition for spool

directories may be required.

home direcories and for private work
commonly designated /mnt or
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For recipients of source distributions, two other partitions
recommended:

/usT.POWERNODE/src/src
Contains the source forthe UTX|3? kemel and all the BSD utilities.

/usT.POWERNODE/src/Ssrc
Contains the source for System V utilities.

After planning your disk layout, you should write down the partition information
on the templates provided in Appendix A of the U7Xl32 Operations Guide. Tltis
information is used throughout the installation procedure.

NOTE: It is recommended that the default swap partition reside in the b
partition of the boot disk and that the /usT.POIryERNODE file system
reside on a disk which has a unit number ranglng from 0 to 3. Not
following these recommendations will complicate the installation
procedure. see the section entitled "construct the /usr.PowERNoDE
File System" Iater in this chapter.

WARNING: When WXl32 first boots from disk, it checks the boot
volume's media descriptor for a partition marked eligible for swapping. If
an eligible partition c:mnot be found, the system will run with swapping
disabled, limiting system capability. It is therefore very important to mark
at least one partition as eligible for swap during the following procedure.
(fhe b partition is by default marked as eligible for swap.)

3.5 Boot from the Binary Distribution Tape

In this and following sections, you will be typing several commands. Typing
eÍïors are common and it may be necessary to make conections. Refer to the
table in Appendix D, "Default Line Control Characters," for a list of default
keystrokes for correcting typographical enors.

In this step, the WXl32 distribution kemel is loaded from tape into memory.

The UT)í32 distribution kemel from the binary tape must be loaded onto a
system with at least the following devices at the following addresses:

. A console atOxTefc*

. AÍl IOP or an MFP on the SelBUSru at address Ox7e00

. A tape drive on either a tape processor at address 0x1000 or 0x1800 or on an
MFP at address 0x7e40 or 07e48.

* 
0x indicates a hexadecimal number.
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A boot disk drive on either a disk processor at address 0x0800, 0x0802,
0x0804, or 0x0806 with a controller at 0x0800; or at address 0x0c00,
0x0c02, 0x0c04, or 0x0c06 with a controller at 0x0c00; or at address

0xM00, 0xM02, 0x04M, or Ox0406 with a contloller at 0x0400; or on an

MFP at address 0x7e00 or 0x7e08.

The following table lists the various SeIBUS channel addresses, associated
UTX|3Z device names as configured in the distributed kemel, and associated

device unit numbers.

Table 3-2
SeIBUS Channel Addresses, Device Names, and Device Unit Numbers

The asterisk (*) in the above table must be replaced with a partition letter (a

through h). The WXl32 Release 2.1 root filesystem must be installed in an a

partition. All partitions (a through h) on any single disk reside at the same

address.

The unit number can usually be found on the front of the physical device. Make

sure thatthat number agrees with the number in the above table.

WARNING: The instructions in the rest of this manual Í§sume that you are

booting from /dev/dk0, a disk drive located on unit 0 under the controller at

address 0x0800. If you are booting fuom a unit other than unit 0, interpret

the instructions accordingly: if n represents your drive number, replace

SeIBUS Channel Address UTX/}? Device Name Device Unit Number

OxO800

0x0802
OxO804

&0806
OxOc00

Ox0c02
Ox0c04
OxOc06

Ox04m
OxM02
Ox&1M
Ox0406
Ox7e00
0x7e08
Ox1000
Ox1800
Ox7e40
Ox7e48

/dev/dk0*
/dev/dkl*
fievfik2*
/dev/dk3*
ldevldk4*
/dev/dks*
/dev/dk6*
/devldkTt
/dev/dk8*
/dev/dk9*
/dev/dk10*
/dev/dkl1*
/dev/sd0*
/dev/sdl*
/dev/rmtO
ldevlrmtl
/dev/rst0
/devrtstl

0
1

2
3

0
1

2
3

0
1

2
3
0
1

0
0
0
1
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/dev/dk0 with idevldkn and ldevlrdkO with ldevlrdkn.

similarly, the instructions for scsl disks assume that you are booting from
/dev/sdO, a SCSI disk drive located on unit 0 under the controller at address
0x7e00. If you are booting from a unit other than unit 0, interpret the
instructions accordingly: if n represents your drive number, replace
/dev/sd0 with /dev/sdn and ldevlrsd0 with /devirsdn.

Complete the following steps to load ttre boot progftm from the boot tape.

1. Make sure there is no write ring on the boot tape. If there is, remove it.
2. Mount the boot tape on the tape drive.

3. Make sure the tape drive is online.

4. Put the blank formatted disk pack in the drive configured at 0x0g00 (or at
your altemate address).

5. Make sure the machine is halted and prepare to boot the system by entering
the following commands on the console (explanations for each step are
included parenthetically) :

/ /EALT
/ /P§fr
/ /cr'E
/ /R§T
/ /@R7=2

(ensure that fie CPU is hatred)

(reset ttre registers)

(clear mernory)

(reset the registers used by CLE)
(set general purpose register 7)

The amount of time required for CLE is about one second per megabyte of
memory.

GPRT=2 prepares the system to be brought up in single-user mode instead
of auto rebooting to multi-user mode. Single-user mode is in effect only for
the subsequent IPL instruction.

ó. Boot from the tape by entering:

/ /ÍEÍraddress (Loadprogran from device rtaddress
where address = 1000 for IOP based systems

or address = 7e40 for MFP based sysrems.)

V/hen the message Booting from TAPE appears on the console, the boot
progam has been loaded.
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The tape bootstrap program will now read a special version of the uTxBz
distribution kemel into memory, followed by the image of a memory disk
containing a root file system. This will take several minutes, after which
you will see a UTV32 prompt:

#

Any of the commands contained in this memory disk root file system may
be executed in the normal UTX|3Z manner.

For background on this and following sections of the guide, see the prep(8)
manual page and the UTX|32 Operartons Guide.

3.6 Set the System Date

The system date must accurately reflect the present date and time. Several

system utilities depend on the correct date and time. When entering the current
date, use the form yynunddhhmm. For example, enter:

* drtr 8802011312

to set the date to 1:12 P.M. on February 1, 1988.

NOTE: For prep time stamping to work correctly, the system date must be

set properly at boot time and not changed thereafter. If the date is incorrect,
the time stamps for the disk volume will be inconect and misleading.

3.7 Format the Boot Disk (SCSI Disks Only)

This section describes the formatting process for a SCSI disk on an MFP
contÍoller. If you do not have a SCSI disk, skip this entire section.

This section also aszumes that UDV32 is being installed for the first time on new

equipment wittr uirinitialized and unforma$ed disks. Clearly, this is not always

the case. If you are installing Wxl32 on a previously formatted disk you may

skip this section. Formauing is a time-consuming process and there is no need to
reformat a properly fomtatted disk that is not experiencing problems.

To fomrat a SCSI disk on an MFP controller, perform the following steps.

1. At the prompt, enterthe following command:

* /ot.c/prop /dev,/radOa

2.Íï:e, following message will appear. Respond with <CR> to indicate that

the disk is ready for preP:

Ready to preP /dev/rsd0a at 0x7e00 <yes>? <CR>
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3. Various items of disk information will now be displayed, followed by a

menu. Select menu item 1 to format the disk:

Which option ? 1

4. Next, a menu of formaning options will be displayed. Select menu
option 4, which will allow you to select the appropriate formatting
options manually:

Which option ? |

5. The following questions conceming formatting options will be presented,
one at a time. Since all your initial choices are the default options,
respond to each with <CR> o indicate acceptance:

Manage the primary defects list <yes>? <CR>

Enable certj.fication opÈion <yes>? <CR>

SÈop format on error (yes>? (CR)
What interleave factor [0 - 8] <1> ? <CR>

6. prep will now give you one last chance to avoid reformatting a disk with
valuable data. Assuming that formaning (or reformatting) is your plan,
answer yes:

About to format disk at address 0x7e00, Are you sure <no>? yaa

7. The following messages will then be displayed, approximately 2O

minutes aparl Sorry, but all you can do in benveen is wait:

Please wait -20 minutes for the format to complete...
Format coÍrtr)Iet.e.

8. The formauing options menu will be redisplayed. Since formauing is
complete you will want to retum to the main menu, which is option 0:

I{hich option ? 0

9. The main menu will be redisplayed. Since your work with prep is done

for the moment, you will want to leave prep:

!{hich option ? 0
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3.8 Initialize the Boot Disk for Use under UT232
If you are installing UTX|3Z on a previously formatted and partitioned disk and
the existing initialization is suitable for current needs, you may skip this section.

This section covers three types of configurations for UTX|3} systemsl

. A SCSI disk on an MFP controller

. A disk on a UDP/DPII controller

. A disk on an HSDP controller

Each of the following subsections describes the procedure for one of the above
situations. Select the subsection that applies to your installation.

WARNING: Reinitializing an existing boot disk will render the disk
unusable to previous releases of UTN32. Nevertheless, this reinitialization
is highly recommended when possible to be compatible with current
releases of Gould hardware diagnostics.

3.8.1 A SCSI Disk on an MFP Controller

To initialize a formaued SCSI disk on an MFP controller, perform the following
steps:

1. At the prompt, enter the following command:

* lct-c/plrep /&tlrtd:Ot

2.Tïre following message will appear. Respond with <CR> to indicate ready:

Ready to prep /dev/rsd0a at 0x7e00 <yes>? <CR>

3. Various items of disk information wiII now be displayed, followed by the
main menu. Select menu option 2 to initialize the disk:

Which option ? 2

4. A list of disk models will appear. Select the appropriate device from this
list. This example uses item 5, a 150Mb fixed SCSI disk:

Please select a drive type: [CR, +, -, ++] ? 5

5. Various disk information will again be displayed, followed by the question

belorr. This write is required to complete disk initialization, so respond
with yes:
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About to write the Umap at addrèss address

Do you really want to do this <no>? yct

The program will display the actual address of the write in place of address

abve.

6. Once the write is complete, the main menu will again be displayed. Select 0

to leave prep:

Which oPtion ? 0

3.8.2 A Disk on a UDP/DPtr Controller

To initialize a formatted disk on a UDP/DPII controller, perform the following

steps:

1. At the prompt, enter the following command:

* lciLc/PtcPt ./dev./rdk0a

Z.Thefollowing message will appear. Respond with <CR> to indicate ready:

Ready to prep /dev,/rdk0a at 0x800 (yes>? (CR)

3. A comment Íegarding the disk is printed, followed by the main menu.

Select menu option 2 to initialize the disk:

!{hich optj.on? 2

If your pack has been previously initialized, a series of questions will appear

at this point. Responses to these questions will vary for each installation. If
you are unsure of the appÍCIpÍiate respol§es, accept the default (by hining
<CR>) until you reach the question in ttre next item.

4. A list of disk models will appear. Select the appropriate device from this

list. This example uses item 3, an 80Mb, 14 inch removable disk:

Please select a drive type: [CR, +, -, ++] ? 3

5. Next, you will be asked how many spare tracks should be allocated. The

numbei of spare tracks needed is somewhat related to the size of the disk in
question. Larger disks generally require more spaÍe tracks. The default is

just the number of tracks remaining in the last cylinder. Choose a value that

will accomodate flaws that your disk may develop in the future.
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The prompt will indicate the default number of spare tracks for your device.

If you need a different number of spare tracks, enter the appropriate number:

How many spare tracks should be allocated <2) ? <CR>

6. At this point, several items of disk data will be printed, followed by this
comment and question. This write is required to complete disk
initialization, so respond with yes:

Àbout to r'rritè the Umap at address addtess

Do you really want to do this <no>? yc.

The program will display the actual address of the write in place of address

above.

7. A small amount of disk information will be printed, followed by the main
menu. Your work with prep is finished for now. Select menu option 0 to
leave:

Which oPti.on ? 0

3.83 A Disk on an HSDP Controller

To initialize a fomratted disk on an HSDP controller, perform the following
steps:

1. At the pÍompt, enter the following command:

* / ct-clPirc t /drv,/rdkla

2.T'trcfollowing message will appear. Respond with <CR> to indicate ready:

Ready to preP /dev/rdk4a at 0x400 (yes>? (CR)

3. A comment and the main menu will appear. Select menu option 2:

Which oPtion ? 2

4. A list of disk models will appear. Select the appropriate device from this

list. This example uses item 2, an 80Mb, 9 inch removable disk cartridge:

Please select a drive type: [CR, +, -, +*l ? 2

5. Severat informative coÍnments will be displayed, followed by a question

conceming spare tracks. The number of spare tracks needed is somewhat

related to the size of the disk in question. Larger disks generally require

more spaÍe tracks. The default is just the number of tracks remaining in the

last cylinder. Choose a value that will accomodate flaws that your disk may

develop in the future.
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The prompt will indicate the default number of spare tracks for your device.
If you need a different number of spare tracks, enter the appropriate number:

How many spare tracks should be allocat.ed <2) ? <CR>

6. Various items of disk information will now be displayed, followed by a
comment and a question. This write is requircd to complete disk
initialization, so respond with yes:

About to write th€ Umap at address address

Do you really want to do this <no>? y.r

The program will display the acural address of the write in place of address
above.

7. Oncn, the write is complete, the main menu will again be displayed. Select 0
to leave prep:

Which option ? 0

3.8.4 Partition the Boot Disk - An Example

Your disk will now be configured with standard partitions, the default partitions
of the initializing pÍocess. However, it is normally advisable to customize the
partitions on a disk and to modify swap partition eligibility to fit local needs.
Since the optimal partition configuration is different for every installation, only
an example is prcsented here. Your procedurb will differ in some of the details.

If you are installing WXBZ on a previously formatted disk and the existing
partitions and initialization aÍe suitable for current needs, you may skip this
section.

To partition a disk with values other than the default settings of the UTX/32 disk
initialization process, or o modify swap partition eligibiliry, srcps similar to the
following must be performed. In this particular example, the disk is given the
identification number 42 and the size of the b partition is increased:

1. At the pÍompt, enter ttrc following command:

* ltt,alprqr /dcv/rdkoe

2.T\e following message will appear. Respond with <CR> to indicate ready:

Ready Lo prep /dev,/rdkOa at 0x0800 (yes>? (CR)

3. Various items of disk information will appeaÍ, followed by the main menu.

Select menu option 3 to set the default partitions:
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Whj-ch option ? 3

4. A variety of information conceming the existing disk partitions will be
displayed, followed by an options menu. Select menu option 4 to change
the pack ID:

Which option ? {

5. Prep will then ask for the new pack ID. In this example, it is reset to 42:

Current pack ID 0, new pack ID <0> ? {2

6. Disk information will be redisplayed and the options menu will reappear.
Select menu option 2 to modify the partitions:

Which option ? 2

7. A series of questions will now appear, one at a time. They are displayed
here in sequence. In this example, the size of the swap b partition is
increased. The remaining paÍtitions aÍe moved farther out and tte last
partition is made smaller to compensate for the larger b partition.

Note prep's response to the entry 999999 below. This is used to
determine the maximum available number of cylinders. Use of an
extremely large value forces the program to display the full allowable range.
You may then enter the maximum value.

Othenrise, appropriate responses are shown in bold type. When no bold
response appears, an appropriate Íesponse is <CR>. Enter q to leave the
sequence early:

Modify partj.Èions: enter 'q' to quit early
(a) Starting Cylinder <0>? <CR>
(a) Size In Blocks <18144> or Ending Cylinder <C111>? <CR>
(a) Swap <no>? (CR)

(a) 0 - 111 18144 not eligibte for swap
(b) Starting Cylinder <112>? <CR>
(b) Size In Blocks <20088> or Ending Cylinder <C235>? c300
(b) Swap (yes>? (CR.}

(b) 712 - 300 30618 eligible for swap
(c) SÈarting Cylinder <0>? <CR>

(c) Size In Blocks <156492> or Ending Cylinder <C965>? <CR>
(c) Swap (no)? (CR)

. (c) 0 - 965 156492 not eligible for swap
(d) Stalting Cylinder <236>? 3OL

(d) Size In Blocks <50058> or Ending Cylinder <C609>? <CR>
(d) Swap <no>? (CR)

(d) 301 - 609 50058 not eligible for swap
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(e) Starting Cylinder <545>? 610

(e) Size In Blocks <68202> or Ending Cylinder <C1030>? 999999

Size 999999 out of range (0 - 577731

(e) Size In Blocks <68202> or Ending Cylinder <CL030>? 57773

(e) Swap <no>? <CR>

(e) 610 - 965 5?672 noL eligible for swap

(f) Starting Cylinder <0>? q

8. The updated disk information will be displayed, followed by the options
menu. Since your work with prep i§ complete, select 0 to rctum to the main
menu:

Ííhich option ? 0

9. The following comment and question will appear. Since this write must be

completed to record the partition change§ you have just made, respond yes:

Àbout to write the Umap at addregs address

Do you really want to do this (no)? ycr

The program will display ttre acnral address of the write in place of address

above.

10. When the write is complete, the main menu will appear. Select menu option

0 to leave prep:

,íhich option ? 0

3.9 Building a Bootable Root File System

After the root volume has been initialized with prep, an empty file system that

has is boot block installed must be created in the a partition. Then the root file

system contents must h restored.

3.9.1 Creating a New File SYstem

you may skip this section if you already have the file system from a previous

instatlation of UT>í32.

Createanewfilesystemandinsallthebootstrapbyentering:

*,/otc/ncrfr ./dcv,/dkOa
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3.9.2 Restoring the Root File System Contents

1. Make the disk partition accessible by mounting the disk file system:

* ,/ctc,/rcrrnf /ev/ilk0a, /mL

2. Make the disk file system your cuÍïent directory:

* cd /nnt

3. Restorc the root file system into the disk file system. This command will
take 8 to 15 minutes to execute. Users may specify an additional option, v,
as restore rv if they wish to print the name of each file as it is restored. Be
aware that this option will add from 8 to 15 minutes moÍe to the process.
Enter the command:

lt /ctc./tettorc r

NOTE: When performing the restore, you will receive the message:

Warning: /losttfound: file exists

This waming can be safely ignored.

4. Make the memory disk your curent directory:

*c,d/

5. Unmount the root file system:

t ./otc./rrcunt ldcv ld;t0t

6. Halt the system:

* /ctc./hr1t

It will take about a minute to retum the system to the panel mode prompt

3.10 Booting the UDU32 System from the Boot Disk

In this section you will boot the wxl32 system from disk to single-user mode.

1. If the system is already halted during the following series of commands, an

operator error message will be displayed after HALT is entered. Ignorc this
message.
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2. Boot UNIX by entering the following commands:

Enter the following:

/ /srLt
/ /?sr
/ /cI.n
/ /e§r

/ /GPx.7=2

/ /ÍPbaddress

(ensure that the CPU is halted)

(reset the registers)

(clearmemory)

(reset the registers used by CLE)

(set general purpose register 7)

(Load program from device at address

where address is the device address

of the root partition.)

3. When the prompt

t
appeaÍs, the generic WXl32 system is up and running in single-user mode
with the Íoot file system mounted on paÍtition a of the boot volume. The #
prompt is from the UT}í32 shell and signifies that you are logged in as

supeÍuser.

3.11 Optional Automated Installation

Now that the operating system has been booted, you may choose either to use
automated scripts to complete installation or to continue with the step-by-step
manual entries described in the remainder of this chapter.

The automated procedure, called simple install or si, consists of a set of shetl
scripts contained in the directory /etc/system_setup. To use the automated
procedure, follow the instructions given inthe system_seup(8) p2lrrel page.

If you elect not to invoke the automated scrips, continue the manual installation
by checking the root file system as described in the next section.

3.12 Check Consistency of the Root File System

Check the root file system using fsck. (See tte /sc/c(8) manual page for a

detailed description of the command.) If you are booting from a disk drive that is
not located on unit 0, adjust the block device name accordingly by replacing the

unit number 0 with the conect unit number for your boot device.

If you are using a UDP or HSDP, enter:

* /ct.c/f,rck,/dcvldkOa (or altemative block device file)

3-16

If you are using an MFP SCSI disk, enter:
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ll lebc/f,cc,k ldev/td,Oa (or altemative block device file)

NOTE: With fsck, you must use the block device file (for example,
/dev/dkOa) when checking the root file system and the raw device file (for
example, /devirdk0d) when checking other file systems.

WARNING: File system consistency checks ensure the proper linkages of
files and directories in a file system. Severe problems in the system's
operation can result ifthe links are faulty.

If file system consistency problems show up, do the following:

1. Respond yes to all of the prompts from fsck.

z.Halt and reboot the system if instructed to do so by fsck. Do not type sync
before halting the system.

3. Repeat the instructions in the section titled "Boot the UTV32 System From
the Boot Disk."

4. Check for file system consistency again.

3.13 Set the System Date

The system date must accurately reflect the present date and time. Several
system utilities depend on the corect due and time. When entering the current
date, use the form yymmddhhmm. For example, enter:

* drtc 8802011312

to set the date to 1:12 P.M. on February I, 1988.

NOTE: A waming message,

Commrnication error with Èimed

may appear. It can be ignored.

NOTE: For the auditing system to work correctly (see "Using the Auditing
System" in the UTX|32 Operations Guide), the system date must be set

properly at boot time and not changed thereafter. If the date is incorrect, the

time stamps in the audit trail file will be incorrect and misleading. NOTE:
While the system date was set earlier in the installation process, the

computer has been rebooted since. It must be reset now because the system

date is lost at reboot.
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3.14 Partition Another Disk

Before the /usT.POWERNODE file system can be constructed, you may need to

partition anorher disk. You will need 60000 blocks for both BSD and System V
executables: 42CíJíJ for BSD and 18000 for System V.

If you decide to put the /usT.POWERNODE file system on your boot drive, go

directly to the next section.

If the /usT.POWERNODE file system is to be located on a disk drive other than

the boot drive where the root file system (i) resides, you must partition the new

disk pack with prep. Once you have prepared the disk, go on to the next section.

3.15 Construct the /usr.PO\ilERNODE File System

If, according to your disk partition layout, /usT.POIilERNODE resides on a disk

that does not have a unit number ranging from 0 to 3, then you must reconfigure

the kemel before continuing. Refer to "Reconfiguring the System" in the

UTX t 3 2 O P eratians G uide.

At this point you are ready to constnxct the /usT.POWERNODE file system.

The following subsections tell you how to

1. Make a fïle sysrem on the partition to be used for the /usT.POWERNODE

file system.

2. Ctreck the consistency of the file system'

3. UPdate the file sYstem table.

4. Mount the file system.

5. Read in tte /usT.POWERNODE data ftom tape'

WARNING: If your /usT.POWERNODE filesystem partition is small, all

of the distributed pÍogfims may not fiÍ in it. You will need about 42,W
blocks for BSD and 18,000 blocks for System V'

WARNING: The disk on which /usT.POWERNODE is to reside must first

have been partitioned by prep before the file system can be made using

newfs. (See the newfs(8) manual page for a detailed description of the

command.) See the preceding section, "Partition Another Disk" for detailed

information about preparing disks for file systems'

3.15.1 Make the /usr.PO\ilERNODE File System

In the following command , device;file is the raw device name of the partition to

which /usr.pOWnRNODE has been assigned. For example, the standard

default is ttrat /usr resides on the d partition. If /usr.PO\{ERNODE is to reside

on the d partition of drive 0, you would enter /etc/newfs /dev/rdk0d'
See ,.Mai<ing File Systems with newfs" in the UTX\32 Operations Guide for

more information.
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Make a file system for/UsT.POWERNODE by entering:

* / otc/ncwft device;fíle

WARNING: newfs creates the directory named lost+found on rhe
destination partition. This directory is used by fsck. Do not delete it.

3.15.2 Check Consistency of the /UsT.POWERNODE File System

You must check the /usT.POWERNODE file system for consistency using fsck.
Again, device;ftle is the raw device name of the partition to which
/usT.POIVERNODE has been assigned. Enter:

* l*clftdr device,ftle

If enors are reported, see the /sct(8) manual page. Also see "Checking File
System Consistency " in the UTXI 32 O per atia ns G uide for more information.

3.15.3 Update the File System Table (/etc/fstab)

You must modify the file system table o make the system aware of the file
systems you made in the previous steps.

As distributed, /etc/fstab contains the following entries, with fields separated by
blank spaces:

/dev,/dkOa / 4.3 xu,noguota 1 1

* /dev/dk0b is the default swap partition
,/dev,/dkOd /uST.POYIERNODE 4.3 rw,noquota 1 2

Rlit /etc/fstab, if necessary, so that the entries for the file systems / and
/usT.POWERNODE match your file system organization. Use the ed editor
since ex and vi aÍe not available until /usT.POWERNODE has been loaded onto
disk. (See the ed(l) manual page for details on the use of this editor.) See
"Setting Up /etc/fstab" in the UTX|32 Operations Guide for examples of what
the entries should look like.

WARNING: Make entries only for / and /usT.POWERNODE in /etc/fstab
at this point. Other directory naÍnes, or inconect / and /usT.POWERNODE
entries in /etc/fstab, may later crash the system when it uies to mount all
f,le systems.

WARNING: The entry for/ must be the first line in ietclfstab.

WARNING: The default swap partition should not be included in
/etc/fstab; otherwise, an elror message is generated during reboot. The
disuibuted file explains in a comment that the b partition is the default swap
paÍition.
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3.15.4 Mount the /usr.PO\ilERNODE File System

Mount the /usT.POWERNODE file system by entering:

íf /etc,/rpr:nt block_da, ice JMnE ./urr. PO$ERNODE

See "Mounting File Systems with mount" in the UTX|32 Operations Guide for
more information.

3.15.5 Read the /usT.POWERNODE Data from Tape

The second and third binary disuibution tapes contain an image of the
/usT.POWERNODE file system, including ttrc System V
/usT.POIVERNODF,/5* direcories. To read the data onto the
/usr.PO\trERNODE partition, follow these instructions :

1. Mount the first /usT.POIVERNODE tape (the second binary distribution
tape).

2. Ctreck the ownership, by using ls, of the /usT.POWERNODE filesystem on
disk. It should be owned by root and its group nírme should be staff. Use
chown or chgrp if either is incorrect. (See the ls(l), chown(8) or clrgrp(l)
manual pages for detailed descriptions of these commands.)

* lr -Igd /urr.POIfERlIoDE
drwxr-xr-x 32 root staff

3. Change directory to IusT.POWERNODE:

1024 Oct 15 L5:43 /usT.POWERNODE

* cd /uar.POfltnfODE

4. You are now ready to read in the BSD and System V (optional)
environments. In the following command, the r option asks restore to
ÍestoÍe all of the f,les ftom the tape; the f option asks restore to use the
named device, where r&t'_tape_device is the name of the raw tape device to
be used. The default tape device name is /dev/rmt8. Use the appropriate
device name and number for your installation. If you are using a SCSI tape

device, the device name will be /devlrstT where ? is the unit number of the

tape drive.

If you wish to see a listing of tlre files as ttrcy are being read from the tape,

include the v option when you type the restore command line (i.e., restore
rvf). However, this option increases the amount of time necessary to

execute the command. (Users of hardcopy terminals, in particular, will
probably not want to use this option.)

If you wish to read in both environments, type the following command.

This restore will read from both the second and third distribution tapes.

You will be prompted when it is time to mount the thid tape:
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it rectore rf, /&v/raw_tape_device

If you wish to read in only rJ:re BSD envirorunent, type the following
command. You will be prompted when it is time to mount the third tape:

L:::::": :ï', ï":!"i;i?;e!;':
restore > extract
restore > Srit

It may take up to 45 minutes to read ttre data from the first tape and up to 15

minutes for the second tape.

NOTE: When performing the restore, you will receive the message:

Warning: /losttfound: file exists

This waming can be safely ignored. NOTE: If you get an out-of-phase
error and aÍe using a streaming tape drive on a buffered tape processor,

go back to step one ofthis section and try again.

5. To help ensure the integrity of the file system data, type:

{È rlmc

after reading the desired data from the tapes. This command ensures that
the file system infomration inprimary memory is the same as that on disk.

3.16 Edit /etc/rc.boot

The file /etc/rc.boot is invoked by the system when it is booted. It sets up

information important to the system's operation.

Edit Íhe fi.le and change the hostname from the distributed noname to the name

that you want your host identified as. Ttre lirrc should look like this when you

finish:

,/bln,/hostn ame your 
-losttunu

Next, the comment character preceding the root filesystem check and the

message following the check should both be removed. Thus the two lines

* /etc/Preen -o
echo ,'Check commented out, uncoÍunent oncè you have edited /etc/fstab!"

will be changed to
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/etclpreen -o

Besides setting the hostname, this file clears the mount table record, forces the
mounting of the root filesystem, sets the SUN Yellow Pages domain, initializes
ps tables on the booted kemel, and sets tïrc protect mode. (See the prot(8)
manual page.)

3.17 Remove restoresymtables

restore cÍeates the file restoresymtable. Now that ttre restores are complete,
you can safely Í€move these two files by executing the following commands:

* r:u ./rortororldrblo
* ra ./urr. PO}tER§ODE./rcttorcryutablc

3.18 Establish Libraries

Enter the command:

l./renJ.lb.rb

to reset the dates on system libraries and create files for lookbib.

This shell script takes just over a minute to complete and will print several
wamings. The wamings can be safely ignored. Once the script has finished, the
single-user installation is complete.
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4 Multi-Userlnstallation

4.1

4.2

The previous section has taken you through a single-user installation. This

section lists both necessary and optional steps for preparing the system for
multi-user mode and bringing the system up multi-user. There is considerably

more information on multi-user installation in the UTX|32 Operations Guide.

The section references in this section direct you to that manual, unless otherwise

noted.

For your convenience Appendix B provides a checklist ofthe steps necessary to
bring UTV32 on your system up !o multi-user mode. You may want to make

copies of the checklist and check offeach installation step as it is completed.

Read the Source from the Source Tape

This step is optional.

If you have a source license and want to read in the source code at this time, see

"Reading BSD and System V Source Code from the Source Tape."*

Generate a New Kernel

You must generate a new kemel for your hardware configuration. see

" Reconfi guring ttrc SYstem. " 
*

NOTE: Several of the activities described in the following sections require

ttrat the kemel be reconfigured. There is no reason that all the

reconfiguration changes cannot be done at the same time. It is therefore

recommended that you consider all your reconfiguration needs and make all
necessary changes at the same time'

The sections following that ultimately require regeneration of a new kemel

are "Add Terminals," "Set Up the Lineprinter System," "Set Up UUCP"'
and "Set UP tiP and cu."

4.3 Add Terminals

The system needs to know the Ey ports configured into your system. See

"Adding Terminals."*

- 
AX .*,t", r"f.r"nces are a the UTX|32 Operarions Gurde unless otherwise noted-
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4.4 Add Users

Users must be listed in the /etc/passwd file if they are to login and use system
resources. ln addition, it is useful to set up home directories for users. See

"Adding Users"* for information on these tasks.

NOTE: You need not add all users now---only those who should have

access to the system when it first comes up multi-user.

4.5 Add Groups

The groups to which users can belong must be added to the system. See

"Adding Groups."*

NOTE: You need not add all groups now--only those associated with the

users added in the previous step.

4.6 Edit /etc/rc.local

/etc/rc.local must be modified to suit your system requirements. See the
subsection on /etc/rc.local in "Site-dependent System Files."*

4.7 Set Up Security Auditing

This step is optional.

You may want to modify the name of the security audit file that is distributed
with the system. Also, you may want to modify the level of security auditing,
depending on what security events you lvant audited. To make these changes,
you must edit the file /etc/rc. See the subsection on /etc/rc in "Sitedependent
System Files"* and the setslogdetail(8) manual page.

4.8 Set Up the Lineprinter System

This step is optional.

The system as distributed is set up for one lineprinter. If you wish to set up

additionai lineprinters, see "setting Up a New Lineprinter."*

4.9 Set Up the Mail System

This step is optional.

The system is distributed with a usable mail system; however,-you may wish to

make some modifications to its files. See "The Mail System."*

* All section references are to the UTX\32 Operations Gzide unless otherwise noted.
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4.10 Set Up UUCP

This step is optional.

If you would like to set up UUCP communications, see ' 'IIJCP. ' '*

4.11 Set Up Networking

This step is optional.

If you want to set up Ethemet, SCM, or NSC Hyperchannel, see "Networking."*

4.12 Set Up NFS

This step is optional.

If you want !o set up NFS or other SUN networking extensions, see "S[IN
Network Extensions."*

4.13 Format Manual Pages

This step is optional.

Both BSD and System V manual pages aÍe available on-line. To format all on-
line manual pages before bringing the system up multi-user, se€ "BSD Manual
Page Formaning"* and "system V Manual Page Formatting."*

4.14 Set Up the Accounting System

This step is optional.

If you want accounting enabled on your system, see "The Accounting System."*

4.15 Set Up tip and cu

This step is optional.

If y.o.y \,vant to configure diatin and dialout ports for your system, see "tip and

cu."

4.16 Set Up Quotas

This step is optional.

If you want to establish disk quotas on your system, see "Administering Disk

Quotas."*

* 61l section references are to the UTX\32 Operations GulZe unless otherwise noled-
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4.17 Bring Up the System Multi-User

You are now ready to bring fte system up multi-user. See "single- to Multi-
UserMode."*

' AX t*d"" r"f*"nces are to the UTX/32 Operations Guide unless otherwise noted.
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- Appendix A
\--- Checklist for a Single-User Mode Installation

Power on the system.

Protect files from ovenvriting (OP[IONAL).

Format the disk volume (DPII, UDP, or HSDP only).

Decide on partition sizes and arrangement and calculate cylinder offsets.

Boot the tape based UT)((3Z.

Set the system date.

Format the disk volume (SCSI only).

Initialize the disk volume forUTXR2.

Partition ttre boot volume.

Make a file system in the a partition and install the bootstrap loader.

Restore the root file system.

Boot the disk-based system single-user.

Check consistency of the root file system.

Set the system date.

Partition another disk volume.

Make /usr.PO\ryERNODE file system.

Check consistency of /usT.POWERNODE file system.

Add /usT.POWERNODE to /etc/fstab.

Mount /usT.POWERNODE file system.

Read /usT.POWERNODE from the taPe.

Edir /etc/rc.boot.

Remove restoresymtable files.

Establish libraries.
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Appendix B

Checklist for a Multi-User Mode Installation

Read the source fÍom tape (OPTIONAL).

Generate anew kemel.

Add terminals.

Add users.

Add groups.

Edit /etc/rc.local.

Set up security auditing (OPTIONAL).

Set up lineprinters (OPTIONAL).

Setup ttre mail system (OPTIONAL).

Setup UUCP (OPTIONAL).

Set up networking (OPTIONAL).

SetupNFS (OPTIONAL).

Format manual pages (OPTIONAL).

Set up accounting (OPTIONAL).

Setup tip and cu (OPTIONAL).

Set up quotas (OPTIONAL).

Bring up the system multi-user.
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Appendix C\v 
Format, Partition and Initialize-An Example with SCSI Disks

The following sample illustrates the complete formatting, partitioning and initialization
processes for a typical installation with a SCSI disk mounted on an MFP. There are, of
couÍse, several other available combinatiorn. Since one example illustrates most of the

steps involved for any configuration, only one is presented.

Operator input is printed in bold courier type while prompts, menus and other

output from the various proglams are printed in regular courier type. If no

response is indicated after a prompt, the proper response is <CR>.

If the operator were to sit down at his or her terminal and enter the indicated commands,

the session would run from the beginning to the end of this appendix without

intemrption. However, a minimal number of comments have been inserted to indicate

the flow of the session. More complete comments can be found by reading the chapter

on " Single-User Installation "

C.l Format the Boot Disk (SCSI Disks Only)

To format a SCSI disk on an MFP contÍoller, the following steps would be performed

under UTV32:

* le|-c/P:reP ldev/redOa
Ready to prep /dev/rsd0a at 0x7e00 <yes>? <CR>

Disk is on MFP tYPe controller.

SCSI Disk SummarY Information:
Vendor ID: CDC

Vendor Product ID: 94151-9
Device TYPe: direct-access
Qual-if ier: 0x0
Data Format: coflrmon command set
Fixed media
ANSI version: unsPecified
No ECI4À comPilance
No ISO comPilance
Revision level t 6206

Main menu oPtions are:
0 - Leave PreP
1 - Format the disk
2 - Initialize the disk for UTX/32
3 - partition the disk and/or set swapping partition(s)
4 - RemaP a bad block
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5 - Display and/or modify the disk flaw map
6 - Display and/or modify the disk track tabel-s
7 - Display and/or modify data blocks

Which option ? 1
Formatting options are:

0 - Return to main menu
l- - Format without the grolrn defect Iist
2 - Reformat with the grown defect list
3 - Restore to factory format
4 - Pormat after setting options manually

Which option ? {
Manage the primary defects list <yes>? <CR>
Enable certification option (yes>? <CR>
Stop format on error <yes>? <CR>
What interleave factor t0 - 8l <1> ? <CR>
About to format disk at address 0x7e00, Àre you sure <no>? y

PJ-ease wait -20 minutes for the format to complete...
Format complete.

Formatting options are:
0 - Return to main menu
1 - Format without the groirn defect list
2 - Reformat with the grown defect 1ist
3 - Restore to factory format
4 - Format after setting options manually

Which option ? 0

Main menu options are:
0 - Leave prep
1 - Format the disk
2 - Initial-ize the disk for UTX/32
3 - Partition the disk and/or set swapping partition(s)
4 - Remap a bad block
5 - Display and/or modify the disk flaw map
6 - Display and/or modify the disk track labels
7 - Display and/or modify data blocks

Which option ? 0
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C.2 Initialize the Boot Disk for use under UTX|32

To initialize a formatted SCSI disk on a MFP controller for use under UTX|3Z, the

following steps would be performed:

# letc/PreP ldev/rcd0a
Ready to prep /dev/rsd0a at 0x7e00 <yes>? <CR>

Disk is on MFP tYPe controller.

SCSI Disk Summary Information:
Vendor ÏD: CDC

Vendor Product ID: 941-61-9
Device Type: direct-access
Qualifier: 0x0
Data Format: conrmon conunand set
Fixed media
ÀNSI version: unsPecified
No ECMA comPilance
No ISO comPilance
Revision level z 6206

Main menu options are:
0 - Leave PreP
1 - Format the disk
2 - lnitialize the di-sk for UTX/32
3 - Partition the disk and/or set swapping partition (s)

4 - Remap a bad block
5 - Display and/or modify the disk flaw map

6 - Display and/or modify the disk track labels
7 - Display and/or modify data blocks

Which option ? 2
O - Gould Model Unknown, Undefined Drive type
l- - Goufd Model 8880, DuaI FIoPPY
2 - Gould Model 8838, CDC 80Mb 9 inch removable cartridge
3 - Gould Mode1 9342, CDC 80Mb 14 inch removabfe
4 - Gould Model- 8148, CDC 1601'Íb removable
5 - Gould Modet 8820, CDC 150Mb fixed SCSI

6 - Gould Model 9346, CDC 300Mb removable
't - Gould Model 8821, CDC 300r4b fixed SCSI

8 - Gould Model 8858, CDC 340I4b fixed
g - Gould Model 8895, CDC 368Mb fixed
10 - Gould Model 8896, CDC 500Mb fixed
11 - Gould Mode1 8155, CDC 69?Mb fixed
72 - Gould Mode1 8897, CDC 736Mb fixed
13 - Gould Mode1 BB9B, CDC 750Mb fixed
74 - Gould Model 8888, CDC BSBMb fixed
15 - Gould Model 8894, CDC 1030Mb fixed
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16 - Gould Model 8893, CDC 1300Mb fixed
11 - Gould Mode1 8887, Fuji 337Mb fixed
18 - Gould Model 8884, Fuji 474Mb fixed
19 - Gould Model 8889, Fuji 689Mb fixed
20 - Gould Model 8881, NEC 800Mb fixed
2l - Gould Software Ramdisk
22 - Gou1d Model HRAM, Hardware Ramdisk
Please select a drive type: [CR, +' -, ##] ? 5

Geometry (976/ 9/1,81 Umap (1-56593)

UMÀP: Created: Fri Oct 16 05:30:05 1987
ID:0 RPM:3600
T,ast available data block - 156592
SPare sectors Per track: 1

Spare tracks: 0

About to write the Umap at address 156593
Do you rea1ly want to do this <no>? yes
Umap written at address 156593.

Main menu options are:
0 - Leave prep
1 - Format the disk
2 - Initialize the disk for UTX/32
3 - Partition the disk and,/or set swapping partition(s)
4 - Remap a bad block
5 - Display and/or modify the disk flaw map

6 - Display and/or modify the disk track labels
7 - Display and/or modify data blocks

Which opti-on ? 0

C.3 Partition the Boot Disk

To partition a disk to values other than those set when ttre disk is initialized for UTV32,
or to modify swap paÍtition eligibility, the following steps would be performed: (In this

example, the disk is given an identification number and the default b partition size is

increased.)

* lel.c/gteP ldev/rad0a
Ready to prep /dev/rsd0a at 0x7e00 <yes>? <CR>

Disk is on MFP tYPe controller.

SCSI Disk SummarY fnformation:
Vendor ID: CDC

Vendor Product ID: 94161-9
Device TyPe: direct-access
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Qualifier: 0x0
Data Format: conrmon command set
Fixed media
ÀNSI version: unsPecified
No ECMA comPilance
No ïSO comPilance
Revision level z 6206

Main menu options are:
0 - Leave PreP
1 - Format the disk
2 - Initialize the disk for UIX/32
3 - Partition the disk and/or set swapping partition (s)
4 - RemaP a bad block
5 - Display and/or modify the disk flaw map

6 - Display and/or modify the disk track labefs
? - Display and/or modify data blocks

Which option ? 3
The pack (ID:0) was previously prepped on Fri Oct 16 05:30:05 1987

Geometry (916/9/]-Bl, UmaP (156593)

Pack ID 0, Cylinders available 966+, Blocks available 156593
Drive type: Gould Model 8820, CDC 150Mb fixed SCSI
(Cylinder bounded partitioning in effect)
Part Overlaps _Cylinders_ Blocks_ Swap
(a) c 0 - 111 18144 no
(b) _c_ 1L2 - 235 20088 yes
(c) ab_de- 0 - 965 1,56492 no
(d) 

-c- 
236 - 544 50058 no

(e) _c- 545 - 965 68202 no
(f)
(s)
(h)

0- 0

0- 0

0- 0

0no
0no
0no

Partitioning and swapping options are:
0 - Return to main menu
1 - Toggle absolute : cylinder bounded partitioning
2 - Modify the partition and/or swappinq information
3 - Set the default partition information
4 - Set the Pack ID
5 - Set drive tYPe

V{hich option ? {
Curreqt pack ID 0, new Pack ID <0> ? 42

pack ID 42, Cylinders avaifable 966+, Blocks available 156593

Drivetype:Gou1dModelBB20,CDC150I&fixedSCSI
(Cy}inder bounded partitioning in effect)
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Part
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Overlaps
_c_
_c-

_Cylinders_
0- 111

1-72 - 235

_Bfocks_ Swap
l- 814 4 no
20088 yes

156492 no
50058 no
68202 no

0

0

0

ab_de_
_c-

c

0-
236 -

965
544

545 - 965
0-
0-
0-

0

0
0

no
no
no

Partitioningi and swapping options are:
0 - Return to main menu

1--Toggleabsolute:cylinderboundedpartitioning
2 - Modify the partition and/or swapping information
3 - Set the default partition information
4 - Set the Pack ID
5 - Set drive tYPe

fíhich option ? 2
Modify partitions: enter 'q' to quit early
(a) Starting CYlinder <0>? <CR>

(a) Size In Bfocks <18].44> or Ending Cylinder <Cl11>? <cR>

(a) Swap (no>? <qR>
(a) 0 - 111- 18144 not eligible for swap

(b) Startinq CYlinder <]-]-2>? <CR>

(b) Size In Blocks <20088> or Ending cylinder <c235>? c300

(b) SwaP <Yes>? <CR>
(b) LL2 - 300 30618 eligible for swap

(c) Starting CYtinder <0>? <CR>

(c)SizernBlocks<]-56492>orEndingCylinder<C965>?<cR>
(c) SwaP <no>? <qR>

(c) O - 965 L56492 not eligible for swap

(d) Starting CYlinder <236>? 3OL

(d)SizeInBlocks<50058>orEndingCylinder<c609>?<cR>
(d) SwaP <no>? <CR>

(d) 301 - 609 50058 not eligible for shlap

(e)
(e)
Size
(e)
(e)

(f)

Starting CYlinder <545>? 610

Size In BLocks <68202> or Ending
gggggg out of range (0 - 5'17'73)

Size ïn Blocks <68202> or Ending

Cylinder <C1030>? 999999

Cylinder <C1030>? 57173

Swap <no>? <CR>
(e) 610 - 965 57672 not eligible for swap

Starting CYlinder <0>? q

PacklD42,Cylindersavailable966+,Blocksavai1able156593
Drive type: Gould Model 8820' CDC 150Mb fixed SCSI

(Cy1inder bounded partitioning ín effect)
pait Overlaps -Cylinders- -BIocks- 

Swap
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(a) c 0 - 111 18144 no
(b) _c_ Lt2 - 300 30618 yes
(c) ab_de_ 0 - 965 156492 no
(d) _c_ 301 - 609 50058 no
(e) _c_ 610 - 965 57672 no
(f)
(g)
(h)

0- 0
0- 0

0- 0

0no
0no
0no

Partitioning and swappj-ng options are:
0 - Return to main menu
J- - Toggle absolute : cylinder bounded partitioning
2 - Modify the partition and/or swapping information
3 - Set the default partition information
4 - Set the pack ïD
5 - Set drive tyPe

V{hich option ? 0
About to write the Umap at address 156593
Do you realIy want to do this <no>? yee
Umap written at address 156593.

Main menu options are:
0 - Leave PreP
1 - Format the disk
2 - Initialize the disk for UTX/32
3 - Partition the disk and/or set swapping partition (s)
4 - Remap a bad block
5 - Display and/or modify the disk flaw map
6 - Display and/or modify the disk track labels
7 - Display and/or modify data blocks

Which option ? 0

#
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Appendix D
\-/ Default Line Control Characters

The following table lists the default line control characters as initialized by UTffi2. The

information is provided to assist in conecting typographical errors during the installation
process.

Table D-l
Default Line Control Characters

Character Function

@
rc
^H

Kill or erase the cunent line.
Intemrpt a pÍocess.
Erase or backspace.

Quir
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Glossary

SLAS

block device

boot

boot tape

boot volume

CPU

DPtr

HSDP

IOP

IPU

memory disk

MFP

Eight-line asynchronous communications multiplexor. A device
controlling communication between the CPU and up to eight
terminals or modems. This RS-232 device is connected to the
IOP.

An inpuíoutput device, such as a disk, that deals with data in
randomly addressable blocks.

To bring pars of the operating system, usually from disk into
memory, initializing the system and beginning execution.

The distribution tape containing all fiIes necessary to boot the
system. For UTX/32, this includes initial boot programs, a

kemel, and a copy of the UTV32 root file system.

The boot device and its media, from which the user boots ttre
operating system.

Central Processing Unit. The main processor in a computer.

Disk Processor II. An extended VO-compatible disk system
consisting of the disk processor and a collection of compatible
disk drives.

High-Speed Disk Processor. A high-performance channel
controller capable of handling any mixture of up to eight disk
drives.

InpuíOutput PÍoc€ssor. An VO system contÍoller for Gould
PowerNode computers. This processor controls slow speed
devices, boots the system, and runs panel mode.

Intemal Processing Unit A second processor available in Gould
PowerNode computers.

An image of a disk that is resident in RAM. Reads and writes are
at the speed of memory access rather than disk access. Has all
the traits of a physical disk except peÍmanence: contents are lost
when power is lost or the machine goes down. During I.JtrX'Rz
installation, a no-swap kemel is loaded into memory disk, which
allows control of the entire system installation process without
the use of a previously formatted disk.

Multi-Function Processor. A part of the VO subsystem for Gould
PowerNode computers; it replaces the inpuVoutput processor on
smaller systems, such as the MICROSeI. This pÍocessor contrcls
SCSI disks, tapes, low-speed serial ports, and intemrpts; it also

boots the system and runs panel mode. It is a single board that
provides either the console port and 7 asynchronous ports, or 8

asynchronous ports, along with a lineprinter interface, 2 SCSI
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busses, a real-time clock, a pÍogrammable interval timer, and up

to 12 extemal interntPts.

no-swap kernel A kemel that operates with virtual memory disabled. tJ/hen the

IJffXRz kemel is running in no-swap mode, swapping and

paging do not occur' Al1 programs must fit in the physical

memory available.

partition A logical division on a disk storage device. Partitions can be of- 
almost any arbitrary size, the limitation being that blocks cannot

be split. A disk may have up to eight partitions, and partitions

are named bY letters a through h.

root partition The partition of the boot volume that contains the root file
system.

RP.MVP RPU @egional Processing Unit) disk processor Media

verification Program. A Gould diagnostic pÍogÍam used to
format and verify disk media on UDP and DPII disk controllers.

scM synchronous communications Multiplexor. A piece of
communications hardware used on Gould PowerNode computers,

which allows point+o-point networking over serial lines'

SC$ Small Computer Systems Interface. A standard industry interface

for mass storage devices such as disks or tapes.

IlDp universal Disk Processor. A communications processor between

Íre disk drives and the CPU.
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